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1. a) Mention important features of UNIX

b) Environment variables.

c) Role of Kernel

d) Characteristics of deadlock

e) How to suspend and resume a process

f) Accessing user group IDs

UNIT-I

2. a) Why UNIX commands are simpler rather than complex tasks? Explain.

b) Describe the escaping sequencing characters in UNIX?

(OR)

3. a) What would be the effect of the following commands:

i)    mail user 1 user 2 < myprog.c  ii)  wall

iii)  grep ‘rao$’ xyz  iv) cut-f1,3 file1

b) What do the following UNIX system variables signify?

i)  HOME ii)  PSI

UNIT-II

4. a) Write a shell script for the following task?

The word ‘unix’ is present in only some of the files supplied as arguments to the

shell script. Your shell script should searched each of these files in turn and stop at

the first file that it encounters containing the word ‘unix’. This filename

should be displayed on the screen. P.T.O
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b) Write a C program which receives file names as command line arguments and

display those filenames in ascending order according to their sizes.

(OR)

5. a) Write a C program to simulate ‘tail’ command.

b) Write a shell script to accept a string from the terminal and use ‘case’ to echo a

suitable message if the string does not have at least 10 characters using:

i)  Case ii)  expr

UNIT-III

6. Explain the following System calls for File Management:

a)  Create b)  Iseek c)  Stat d)  Chown

(OR)

7. a) Explain the following w.r.to process management: fork (), nice (), Zombic process

b) What are the advantages of file expression? Discuss file operators with suitable

examples.

UNIT-IV

8. Write the syntax of following functions. Explain each argument.

a) kill b) raise c) alarm d)  exit.

(OR)

9. a) Write about system call pipe. Given an example which uses pipe system call.

b) Give a comparative study of adversary and mandatory locking.
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1. a) List the features of Unix.

b) What are df and du commmands?

c) What are the functions of shell?

d) What are kill and raise functions?

e) What are orphan and Zombie process?

f) What is file locking?

UNIT-I
2. a) Explain about file permissions and text processing utilities in detail.

b) Explain the use of following commands in Unix.

i) tar ii)  cpio iii)  rlogin iv) tail

(OR)
3. a) Explain various backup utility commands with their syntax and example.

b) Explain different networking commands.

UNIT-II
4. a) Write a shell script, using case statement to perform basic math operations as ‘+’

for addition, ‘-’ for subtraction, ‘x’ for multiplication and ‘/’ for division.

b) Distinguish between local and environmental variables with examples.

(OR)
5. a) Write a shell script to see current date, time, username and directory.

b) Give brief description about flow-control construct present in shell.

UNIT-III
6. a) Discuss in detail about the process identifiers.

b) Write a program to start a new process. P.T.O
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(OR)

7. a) What is a process? Draw and explain the structure of typical process.

b) Describe in detail about the exit, exec and waitpid system calls.

UNIT-IV

8. a) What is the role of the following in signal generation: (i) pause and (ii) alarm

system calls.

b) Give brief description about operations of semaphores.

(OR)

9. a) Write a program to implement the creation of pipe.

b) What is a signal? How signals are classified? Explain.
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1. a) Purpose of cd and rmdir utilities

b) Use of wall. talk utilities

c) Meta characters

d) Functions of Kernel

e) Purpose of nice()

f) Interrupt handler

g) Sockets

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain the types of commands that the shell recognizes.

b) Explain the options with cp command.

c) Differentiate telnet and rlogin.

(OR)

3. a) How will you create & display the content of a small file.

b) Can cat be used to append files? How?

c) What is the difference between following two commands? Explain.

cat > xyz

cat xyz.

UNIT-II

4. a) Write a shell script to find the decimal equivalent of 1101001.

b) What are the functions of a shell? Explain the functions available in shell and how

to create shell variables? Give suitable example.

P.T.O
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(OR)

5. a) Write a shell script to simulate cp command.

b) Write a short notes on shell script arguments.

c) Write a shell script to check whether a given file is a directory. If so, empty the

contents of the directory and remove the directory.

UNIT-III

6. a) State the differences between alarm, pause and sleep functions.

b) What is raise function? Write a program to implement a raise function.

(OR)

7. a) Explain the concept of requesting and releasing a lock.

b) The syntax of msgget system call is int msgget (key t key, int flag)

i) Explain type of key

ii) Explain what value it returns

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain semop and semctl system calls.

b) Explain , how synchronization will be implemented using semaphores.

(OR)

9. a) Unix I/O is termed as synchronous. Justify.

b) State the differences between the named pipes and shared memory.
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1. a) Purpose of ‘du’ and ‘df’

b) Explain output of the command tr ‘*’ ‘s’ x. dat |tee x. dat.

c) How do you copy files from one host to other?

d) What is race condition?

e) Meta characters

f) Purpose of alarm()

g) Fork () purpose

UNIT-I

2. What information is presented when the following commnads are ececuted:

a)  ps b) wc c)  finger d)  df

e)  du g)  tee x.sh h)  uname

(OR)

3. a) What will be the effect of following UNIX commands?

i) umask022 ii)  Umask

iii) ulimit1024 iv) du../..

b) Write a beief on telent and rlogin

UNIT-II

4. What is a shell? What are the responsibilities of a shell? Explain different types of shells

available in unix.

P.T.O
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(OR)

5. a) Write a shell script to lock your terminal till you enter a password.

b) What would be the effect of the following commands”:

i) fg ss + ctlz ii) bg tt + ctlc iii) alias c =clear iv)  tee x. dat.

UNIT-III

6. Write the syntax for the following and explain with suitable syntax and example:

a)  ioctl () (b) sync () (c)  truncate () d) chown ()

(OR)

7. Write a brief on the following

a) Orphan process b) Zombie process

c) Changing Priorities

UNIT-IV

8. a) Write a C program to use a function lock test to test for a lock.

b) Write a brief on pipes and explore its importance in IPC and explain with a

suitable example.

(OR)

9. Explain the following concepts about pipes.

a) Pipes between two process

b) Pipes among three process in a shell
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